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VSE/ESA Pointers 

I recently had the opportunity to work
on a subroutine that needed to be

called by a “C” interface. Now for those of
you who have absolutely no interest in “C”,
don’t worry, this column is not about the
language that only IBM and vendors write
for VSE! No, I bring this up because in “C”
there seems to be an oddly consistent
“inconsistency” as to how pointers are
used. If a pointer is addressing data, then it
is a single-level pointer. However, if the
pointer is addressing a pointer, then the
pointer needs to end up pointing to another
address that will end up addressing a pointer.
In other words, it gets rather confusing.
When is a pointer pointing to data, and
when is it pointing to another pointer? With
Assembler, this can be viewed fairly simply,
but what about other languages?

I bring this up because with VSE/ESA,
there are a number of ways to use pointers.
No longer are they limited to Assembler
(or, heaven forbid, “C”), but they can be
used in COBOL and REXX as well. This
month, I will present you with a way to
display the names of all of the entries in the
System Directory List (SDL). I will demon-
strate how this can be done using Assembler,
COBOL/VSE, and REXX/VSE.

With VSE, a block of storage is carved
out that is reserved for saving the most
commonly used phase names. These 72-byte
entries contain not only the phase name, but
also some of the attributes. Because a pro-
gram can reside in system resident storage
or in a partition GETVIS during execution,
it is important to know if the program is
loaded in the System Virtual Area (SVA) as
resident, or if it is temporarily loaded in the
partition for the duration of its execution.
Because of that the location of a pointer to
where that program resides in storage is
included as part of the entry in the SDL.

With Assembler, it is a simple task to
have the program point to the data by simply
loading a register with a value and looking
at the area pointed to by that register. This
is shown in Figure 1. First, you would go to
the SYSCOM and get the three-byte
address where the SVA control block
resides. The SDL pointer is located eight
bytes into that control block. Once there, you
can process the data, one 72-byte entry at a
time. The actual record layout of this entry
can be found in the INCLDENT macro.

Because the value of the pointer is only a
three-byte address, instead of the typical
four bytes, this area will always reside in
24-bit storage. Additionally, because this
area will always be in 24-bit storage, and
because many of the phases in the SDL
point to 24-bit addresses, you may one day
run into a “wall” where you need to deter-
mine what is in the SDL and what you can
eliminate (which is another topic altogether!).
Of course, you can execute LIBR to per-
form the same task, but this example will
give you something to play with. With
COBOL/VSE, the process is a bit more

complicated, as shown in Figure 2. (By the
way, if you compile the assembler program,
you will see that it takes up a little more than
400 bytes of storage. The COBOL/VSE ver-
sion takes up more than 5KB of storage. In
the old days, we would be concerned, but
today, who cares about 5KB!)

If you compile this program, you will get
a warning message in the compiler concern-
ing the area labeled “LOW-STORAGE.”
Because there is no reference to this label
name, it will have a base address of zero,
which is what you want. Since a pointer to
the SYSCOM can be found at X’80’ (decimal
128), you will create a mini record-layout
so that you can reference that area as
demonstrated previously. You can verify the
address of SYSCOM by issuing the com-
mand “SHOW 80” on your VSE console. It
will return the pointer to the SYSCOM in
the first fullword of the display. (On my
system, it returns X’00000420’.)

You can view the layout of the SYSCOM
by looking at the DSECT provided by the
SYSCOM macro. There you will see that a
pointer to the SVA control block begins at

LISTSDL SUBRT PHASE=YES BEGIN PROGRAM                 
ASYSCOM , GET THE SYSCOM ADDRESS            
USING SYSCOM,R1 MAP TO THE LAYOUT             
ICM R5,7,IJBSVAAD GET THE SVA ADDRESS           
L R5,8(R5) POINT TO SDL START             
LA R5,4(R5) POINT TO THE FIRST ENTRY       

LOOP CLI 0(R5),X’FF’ END OF THE SDL ??             
BZ EOJ YES...EXIT                  
MVC IOAREA(8),0(R5) GET THE PHASE NAME         
WTO TEXT=LINE DISPLAY A LINE           
LA R5,72(R5) POINT TO THE NEXT ENTRY          
B LOOP DO IT FOR THE WHOLE LIST         

EOJ SUBRT RC=0 SETUP NORMAL RETURN CODE       
* ———————————————————————— DATA AREA ———————————————————————————————— *            
LINE DC AL2(LINEL)                                 
IOAREA DC CL8’ ‘                               
LINEL EQU *-LINE-2                                   
SYSCOM SYSCOM ,                                                  

END

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE ASSEMBLER PROGRAM WITH POINTERS 
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the 245th byte of the SYSCOM area. For
this reason we created another mini-layout
of the SYSCOM. By using the COBOL
verb “SET ADDRESS”, the layout of
“SYSCOM” is referenced by “SYSCOM-
POINTER” which is located at the 128th

byte of LOW-CORE. Remember that these
are pointers, not data areas. To address a
data area, you will use a different syntax, as
I will soon demonstrate.

As I said before, the SVA control block
pointer is a three-byte value. The SET

ADDRESS verb needs to use a fullword, so
copy the three-byte value into a four-byte
field, and then you can proceed to address the
beginning of the SDL area using the new four-
byte reference called “BEGIN-POINTER”.

If you look at the layout of “PHASES,”
you will see that it is a mini-version of the
full 72-byte layout. You can add to this if
you want. The last byte is used to reposition
the pointer to the next SDL record. By using
the syntax “SET ADDRESS OF PHASES
TO ADDRESS OF NEXT-PHASE,” the
pointer referenced by PHASES is now
pointing to the actual address of the next
SDL entry. Just remember that the first format
is to reference a pointer, while the second
method is to reference actual data.

The SDL list ends with a doubleword of
X’FF’ values. You must check this to deter-
mine if the looping is complete.

Now, let’s take a look at the process that
REXX/VSE uses to print a list of all of the
names of all the entries in the SDL as shown
in Figure 3. As you can see, you will perform
the same process of pointer processing, but
instead you will use the “STORAGE”
function to retrieve data that is located at a
specific address. The first parameter of
“STORAGE” is the actual address in hexa-
decimal, and the second parameter is the
number of bytes to retrieve.

The binary data is returned, so you convert
it to character format, then to decimal, then
you add an offset, and convert the decimal
back to hexadecimal so that it can be used
as a pointer into the next loop. The rest of
the logic used in REXX/VSE follows the
same logic as we see in both the COBOL
and Assembler examples.

Hopefully, this will provide you with
some examples of how to use pointers in
other languages besides Assembler. As you
can see, while Assembler is the easiest
program for doing pointer processing, the
other languages can share this same type of
power. So experiment, and enjoy!  

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a systems
programmer with Connectivity Systems,
Inc. He has been a contributor to the VSE
community since its inception and has
contributed hundreds of programs to other
designers. He can be reached via email at
leo@tcpip4vse.com.

CBL APOST,LIB                                                   
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                         
PROGRAM-ID. LISTSDL.                                             
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                            
CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                           
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-P390.                                       
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-P390.                                       
DATA DIVISION.                                                  
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                         
01 HOLD-AREA.                                                   

05 HOLD-POINT3.                                              
10  PIC X(01) VALUE X’00’.                                
10  TRIPLET PIC X(03).                                    

05 POINTER3 REDEFINES HOLD-POINT3 USAGE IS POINTER.          
01 MESSAGE-LINE.                                                

05 INFO PIC X(8).                                        
* More stuff could follow below.                               

05 FILLER PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.                           
LINKAGE SECTION.                                                 
01 LOW-STORAGE.                                                 

05 FILLER PIC X(128).                               
05 SYSCOM-POINTER USAGE IS POINTER.                         

01 SYSCOM.                                                      
05 FILLER PIC X(245).                               
05 SDL-POINTER PIC X(3).                                     

01 SDL.                                                         
05 FILLER PIC X(8).                                 
05 BEGIN-POINTER USAGE IS POINTER.                           
05 NEW-POINTER REDEFINES BEGIN-POINTER PIC 9(8) COMP.        

01 PHASES.                                                      
05 FILLER PIC X(4).                                 

* For the layout of the SDL entry, review the                  
* contents of the “INLCDENT SDL” macro.                        

05 PHASE-NAME PIC X(8).                                 
05 FILLER    PIC X(60).                                
05 NEXT-PHASE  PIC X.                                    

PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                              
0000-MAINLINE.                                                   

SET ADDRESS OF SYSCOM TO SYSCOM-POINTER.                     
MOVE SDL-POINTER TO TRIPLET.                                 
SET ADDRESS OF SDL TO POINTER3.                              
SET ADDRESS OF PHASES TO BEGIN-POINTER.                      

LOOP.                                                            
MOVE PHASE-NAME TO INFO.                                     
DISPLAY MESSAGE-LINE UPON CONSOLE.                           
SET ADDRESS OF PHASES TO ADDRESS OF NEXT-PHASE.              
IF PHASE-NAME NOT = X’FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF’ GO TO LOOP.          
STOP RUN.

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE COBOL PROGRAM WITH POINTERS 

offset=4
syscom=storage(80,4)
x=d2x(x2d(c2x(syscom))+245)
sdl=storage(x,3)
x=d2x(x2d(c2x(sdl))+8)
phases=storage(x,4)

do until indicator=’FF’x
x=d2x(x2d(c2x(phases))+offset)
phasename=storage(x,8)
indicator=substr(phasename,1,1)
say phasename
offset=offset+72
end

exit

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE REXX PROGRAM WITH POINTERS 


